
9/11 Synthetic Terror: Made in USA
Webster Tarpley’s new work is being enthusiastically received

for its working model of the 9/11 plot: a rogue network of moles,
patsies, and professional killer cells, operating in privatized
paramilitary settings, and covered by corrupt politicians and
corporate media. The simplistic Big Lie – that “it’s paranoid to
think ‘our own government’ could do it” – is exploded. Only state
actors have the resources for spectacular terrorism.
Tarpley had already shown in 1978 that the Red Brigades were

patsies of NATO and the fascist P2 lodge, so his 9/11 narrative
cuts quickly to the chase. The absurdities of the official myth are
highlighted; spurious leads to Pakistan or Saudi Arabia and
muddled “blowback” theories of terrorism are dispelled.
4th edition April 2007, list price $17.95, 512 pp., on sale: only

$11. Up to date – London 7/7, SAS in Iraq, Iran war threats,
how terror drills conduit fake atrocities and how to stop them.
"The strongest approach to truth… strongest of the 770+ books

I have reviewed here at Amazon… without question, the most
important modern reference on state-sponsored terrorism."
– Robert Steele, ex-CIA and Marine Intelligence officer, #1
non-fiction reviewer on Amazon.com.

George Bush:
The Unauthorized Biography

This 700-page blockbuster of research is a vivid X-ray of the
Anglo-American oligarchy dominating U.S. politics.
The Bushes and their Skull and Bones brethren, Brown Bros.

Harriman, made a fortune building up Hitler and his Nazi war
machine. Bush Sr. was linked to Iran-Contra, Watergate, the
attempt to assassinate President Reagan when Bush was VP,
and war crimes such as the luring of Iraq to attack Kuwait.
“By far the best exposé of the rich, powerful families and their

networks, which encompass and pervade the entire spectrum of
government, intelligence, corporations... Timeless and timely...
the cold, hard facts... boggles the mind… exacting, painstaking
research ... Absolutely a must-read.” — S. A. Felton.
$19.95, On Sale for $11, or both Tarpley blockbusters for $20.

Truth Jihad: My Epic Struggle against
the 9/11 Big Lie

The first humorous book on 9/11, and outrageously so. Barrett
sends critics like Sean Hannity, the Secret Service and neocon
politicians packing. Insights on academic freedom, bigotry, and
media blindness, on 224 sensational pages. $12.95 – just $6.

 9/11 on Trial: The W T C Collapse
Presents 20 mathematical and scientific proofs that the WTC

went down by a controlled demolition by the rules of evidence.
192 pp, list price $12.95, sale: $5.95. "An enormous amount of
important information… in a very readable book." – D. R. Griffin.

Conspiracies, Conspiracy
Theories and the Secrets of 9/11

by Mathias Bröckers: from Germany’s Top Ten best-seller list.
Rather than dodging the conspiracy theory label, Broeckers
plunges into a fascinating exploration of the topic of conspiracy
itself before tackling the evidence on government complicity in
9/11. June 2006, 274 pages, list price $14.95, on sale, $9.

Enemies by Design
Enemies by Design: Inventing the War on Terrorism. A century
of Anglo-American skullduggery grabbing Gulf oil, in 4 parts:
biography of Osama bin Ladeen; Zionization of America;
Afghanistan, Palestine, Iraq; One Nation under PNAC. An
impassioned, fearless, relentlessly documented plea against
Zionist racism and the neo-con putsch over America. 416
pages, list price $17.95, on sale, $10.

The War on Freedom
The classic exposé of evidence of malfeasance by a neo-con
clique that led to the events of 9/11/2001. Gore Vidal called it
“far and away the best and most balanced analysis of
September 11th.” Over 700 sources on 9/11 and US strategy to
occupy the Middle East for power and pipelines. By Nafeez
Ahmed with an afterword by John Leonard, July 2002. 400
pages, $16.95. Only $9.

A Brief on the Bush Presidency
(“You’re Not Stupid! Get The Truth”)

A wake-up call to the lies and crimes of Bush and the neo-cons
– in health, schools, war, taxes, morals, voting, media, liberty...
"Brutally honest, well-researched… strongly recommended.” –
Midwest Book Review. 352 pages, July 2004. Just $2.

9/11 DVD's
“Free DVDs” at www.waronfreedom.org/sharedvd.html, $2 ea
Zeitgeist, the Spirit of the Times, all 3 parts, 120’  $3
9/11 & American Empire, Intellectuals Speak Out, 120’ $4
Painful Deceptions, demolitions, 120'  –    5.95  –  $4
Dr. Bob Bowman "Take Back America" 90' $6
Loose Change 2nd ed. recut  6.00, LC Final Cut $7
Webster Tarpley, Seattle, Vancouver OR Arizona $7
BBC Power of Nightmares, all 3 parts, 120’ $7
9/11 + Neo-Con Agenda (L.A. CSpan Panel), 120’ $8
9/11 Overview – 9 different speakers, 125’ $8
9/11 Mysteries – best on demolition, 90’ –   $6
Blueprint for Truth: architects & engineers 120’ $8
Prof. Steven Jones, Kevin Ryan of NIST, 157’ $10
9/11 Myth & Reality – DR Griffin, 95’ $10
3 by Alex Jones: 9/11, Road to Tyranny, 144’  .  Martial Law, 9-11
Police State, 186’  . Terror Storm, 179’  – 11.00 ea, all 3: $30
Improbable Collapse, Prof S Jones et al.  60’  $7.50 $11
Mike Ruppert’s Truth and Lies of 9/11, 146’ $12
One Nation Under Siege   $12. Beyond Treason (2disc)  $15
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